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Chapter 2
Health and Safety Considerations
Abstract All laboratories should have standardized health and safety rules and
practices. These can vary from region to region due to differences in legislation.
Before beginning new experiments, please consult your local safety guidelines.
Failure to follow these rules could result in accidents, fines, or a closure of the
laboratory. Consider the following guidelines in this chapter applicable to all
laboratories.
More information on general laboratory practices is available (Barker 2005).
2.1 Guidelines
1. Always wear a laboratory coat in the laboratory. Remove the coat when exiting
the lab to avoid contaminating people with the things you are protecting yourself
from.
2. Wear eye protection (special safety goggles) when working with chemicals or
anything that you don’t want entering your eye.
3. Wear gloves to protect your hands from dangerous materials, and to protect your
samples from contamination. Standard laboratory gloves made of latex or nitrile
are suitable for the methods described. Powder-free gloves are advised when
using equipment with precision optics. Do not touch common items like the
telephone, door handles, or light switches with gloves as the next person
touching those items may not be protected from hand contamination. The
same rule applies to mobile phones. Remove gloves before leaving the
laboratory.
4. Wear proper foot protection, and avoid open toe footwear and high heels.
5. Wear clothing that covers your legs. Avoid loose fitting clothing that can be
caught in machinery or be passed over an open flame.
6. Familiarize yourself with emergency procedures. Know where the nearest eye-
wash station and shower are located. Know where the nearest first aid kit is
located, and locate the list of emergency telephone numbers.
7. Consult the Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for the chemicals you will be
using. These sheets should come with the chemicals. They provide information
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on health risks, first aid measures, fire and explosion data, how to deal with
accidental release (spills), handling and storage, and guidelines for personal
protection. If you don’t have the MSDS, you can find them by doing a web
search of the item with MSDS in the title. Note that it is a best practice to review
the MSDS supplied by the manufacturer of the chemical you have in your own
laboratory. Similar chemical names or other formulations may result in mislead-
ing web search results.
8. Locate the emergency spill kit to handle accidental spillage of hazardous
materials. If your laboratory is not equipped, consider preparing one (see Sect.
2.2).
9. Don’t rush. If you are unfamiliar with a piece of equipment, or concerned about
the safety of a procedure, stop! Make sure you know what you are doing and the
risks associated with the procedures before you begin. Many laboratories use a
written standard operating procedure (SOP) that is followed during the initial
performance of a protocol or procedure and made available for future reference.
Check with the procedures of your laboratory and consider employing an SOP
approach.
2.2 Preparation of a Home-Made Chemical Spill Kit
All laboratories should contain a kit for chemical spills. While spill kits are
commercially available, self-prepared ones can be made at a fraction of the cost.
Key materials and their use are found in Table 2.1. The kit should be designed to
handle a spill from the largest volume of chemical you have in the laboratory. For
Table 2.1 Components of a chemical spill kit and their usesa
Component Use
Five gallon plastic or rubber bucket with lid
clearly labelled “Chemical Spill Kit” with
emergency telephone numbers printed clearly
on the lid and the side of the bucket
This bucket contains all the materials of the
spill kit, and should be located near the labo-
ratory doorway to allow someone to access it
after they have left the spill area
Goggles For eye protection while cleaning spill
Chemical-resistant gloves For hand protection when dealing with spills
Absorbent materials (cat litter, vermiculite,
activated charcoal, or sawdust)
This material is placed on the liquid spills to
contain the liquid for easy removal
Small broom and plastic dustpan For removal of dry spills, and absorbed mate-
rials. It is important that the dustpan or scoop
be plastic as metal materials can spark and
cause fire/explosions
Sturdy plastic bags To contain materials
Baking soda (sodium bicarbonate), in a plastic
bag marked “for liquid acid spills”
For neutralization of small acid spills
Acetic acid powder in a plastic bag marked “for
liquid base spills”
For neutralization of small base spills
aNote that material collected after a spill should not go into the normal waste but be disposed of in
the appropriate manner according to the local guidelines for hazardous waste
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detailed guidelines please refer to the “Guide for Chemical Spill Response Planning
in Laboratories” prepared by the American Chemical Society (http://www.acs.org/
content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/publications/guide-
for-chemical-spill-response.html).
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